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Extell Development 
Company relies on 
LandVision™ to 
track and manage 
land acquired in 
Utah for a world-
class ski resort and 
alpine village. 

Alyssa Corbett, an associate at Extell Development Company, spoke to us 
about why LandVision was the only software her team considered for their land 
management needs.

Leverage LandVision for Actionable Information
Extell currently manages 5,600 acres of land for their forthcoming Mayflower 
Mountain Resort project in Wasatch County, Utah. The company did not initially 
have a software solution to manage property data for this project.

“I needed software that showed tax history and parcel information, And a real 
estate broker recommended LandVision,” explains Corbett. “He told me it’s the 
only solution that could help me with what I needed. I did due diligence along 
with our IT department, and found that LandVision really was our best option.”

Streamline Project Communications 
Extell typically uses LandVision to track parcel data, making it easier and faster to 
collaborate on the thousands of acres of land they are managing.

“Being able to outline multiple parcels, coordinate them with 
a number, and make them interactive is really helpful,” shares 

Corbett. “We can make parcel maps and print them, and this is 
especially helpful for the less tech-savvy people on our team. We 

have LandVision maps hanging all over our office!”

Put Time Back in Your Development Team’s Day
Corbett was the first on her team to use LandVision, and the rest of her team 
quickly embraced the platform because it enabled them to work faster..

“LandVision definitely saves us time,” Corbett shares. “A colleague did a 
training, and she was mad at me for not introducing her to LandVision earlier! 
She had been hand-drawing parcel maps before.”

Acquiring the property information 
necessary to manage thousands of 
acres of land holdings was a challenge 
for Extell Development Company.

LandVision allows Extell Development 
Company to easily create parcel maps 
and gather information that can be easily 
distributed across project teams.

• Access Data You Can Act On: 
LandVision provides complete 
property information to help your 
team make smart, data-driven 
decisions.

• Create Efficient Workflows: Give 
everyone on your project team instant 
access to updated property data.

• Save Valuable Time: With all of the 
property data you need in one place, 
you can spend less time collecting and 
more time researching and reporting.
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LandVision Helps Extell Development Manage its 
Mayflower Mountain Resort Assets

Over 1,200 businesses and government entities trust the DMP platform to help them make more 
confident decisions.

To learn more about our industry-specific location intelligence solutions, visit  
www.digmap.com/about-our-solutions.
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